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Art 1: Museum Visual Analysis Assignment 

For the museum visual analysis, I visited the website of the Asian Art Museum, located 

in San Francisco, California. Although there were many excellent artworks presented in its 

collection, I decided to provide an art historical analysis of the Throne for a Buddha image, 

which is a photograph of a sculpture made of iron and wood treated and augmented with gilding, 

mirrored glass and lacquer, with a date of origin between 1860-1880 and place of origin of 

Myanmar, Burma. Based on the description provided by the Asian Art Museum, “the Buddha 

manifested himself enthroned, wearing a magnificent crown and royal finery, in response to an 

arrogant king named Jambupati who once attempted to impress the Buddha with his grandeur. 

The lesson was that the grandeur of buddhahood vastly outshines that of earthly kingship.”1 

 The subject matter is a miniaturized gold-colored sculpture of Buddha wearing 

ostentatious and royal attire and seated in a traditional meditative seated position on top of a 

small lotus throne, which is placed on the top platform of a large elaborate multi-tiered golden 

throne with red accents. The scale of the artwork is 136 inches high by 82 inches wide by 68 

inches deep. Resembling the general shape of a Buddhist stupa, the entire throne structure is 

triangular. It has four primary platforms that are increasingly larger in surface area as one 

progresses down the entire artwork.  

The varying platform sizes create an illusion of depth and a linear perspective from the 

bottom of the structure to Buddha’s figure and rising to the structure’s pointed top, creating 

space and dimensionality. The bottom platform shaped like a square with geometric square 

cutouts at the corners has red coloring on top with gold side trim, under which there are many 

 
1 “Throne for a Buddha Image.” Asian Art Museum Online Collection, Asian Art Museum, 

searchcollection.asianart.org/view/objects/asitem/18907/1?t%3Astate%3Aflow=78c5ebbe-3220-489b-9dee-

0f41da43815f. 
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dress-like outward curled red points. Supporting the structure are six small pear-shaped wooden 

legs painted in red coloring with the bottom peg in natural wood color. Above the central 

platform is the second platform, where there is a geometric pyramid-like structure and an 

inverted pyramid structure on top forming the third platform. There is also a similar connection 

between the third and fourth platform where Buddha’s lotus throne lays, albeit at a substantially 

smaller height. Each of these platforms has layered horizontal lines. Surrounding the structure 

are elaborate garden-like golden branches and leaves that point outward and upward and 

organically cover the top and sides of the entire profile of the throne’s triangular structure from 

top of the structure to the top of the bottom platform. Although the branches and leaves are 

intricate and organic, they are well-manicured. Their outline is relatively triangular and 

geometric beyond the small protruding cat-like ears near the top of the structure. At the top of the 

entire structure is a castle-like triangular shape with what appears to be a flagpole with a small 

wavy flag at half-mass.  

Seated on a small oval-shaped lotus flower throne adored with a delicate sequence of 

small floral design, the Buddha figure is golden and adorned with small pastel-colored mirrored 

glass to resemble jewels. Buddha’s face is portrayed with a long nose, round lips, and his facial 

expression is contemplative, peaceful, and meditative. Resembling a stupa, his unusually tall and 

textured headpiece is triangular with solid gold and layered castle-like top adorned with various 

jewels and a thin pole on top of the headpiece. Two highly intricate golden wing-shaped 

extensions adorned with jewels protrude from the ears or the headpiece while similar snake-like 

extensions emanate forward and downward from the Buddha’s earlobe or upper neck area. 

Buddha’s long-sleeved shirt and pants are highly decorated and formfitting with a brown-colored 

x-shaped chest guard over his shoulders and around his waist with a flower-shaped purplish 
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jeweled pendant at its center. In Bhumisparsha mudra that represents Buddha touching the earth 

and asking to witness his enlightenment, Buddha’s right hand is faced downward. It drapes over 

his right shin reaching for the lotus flower throne while his left hand is faced upwards and 

centered above his folded legs. The Buddha is seated in front of a saturated red door-shaped 

background that is surrounded by a richly intricate and patterned archway of golden flowers. On 

both sides of Buddha, there are geometrically rectangular, jeweled, and decorated columns that 

support the branches and leaves surrounding the entire structure.   
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Exhibit 1 

Throne for a Buddha images from the Asian Art Museum website 
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